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American Football History X

by Vince Darcangelo

 

Well, the P-6 had it all worked out. We were ready to hype New England/Green Bay: The
Sequel. We were going to talk about January 1997, the first time the Patriots met the
Packers in the Super Bowl. What we were listening to then (Superdrag, Figdish, the

Descendents); what we were doing (attending Penn State, cooking at a Red Lobster); how cool
we were (very).

We were even going to showcase a list of the most common Super Bowl matchups (Pittsburgh
vs. Dallas, three times; Cincinnati vs. San Francisco, two times; Buffalo vs. Dallas, two

times).

So there it was: Pats vs. Pack. Brady vs. Favre. Tom Terrific vs. the Last American Folk
Hero. Mr. which-hot-fickle-super-model-am-I-banging-this-week vs. Mr. I-married-my-high-

school-sweetheart-and-cried-when-she-was-diagnosed-with-breast-cancer. Simply put, Evil vs.
Good.

The Giants screwed up that whole plan, but hey, they deserved to win. Green Bay had
that game in their grasp, and threw it all away.

Well, at least we have a clearly identified villain in this year's Super Bowl, unlike
last year's hug fest. Let's see, in the past year the Patriots have been busted for

cheating, and one of its star players was suspended for using performance-enhancing drugs.
(A perfect season?) So once again it's New York vs. Boston with a championship on the line,

but this time it's Bean Town wearing the black hat.

 

Cover 2 Cover
 

For those of us born in the Super Bowl era (which would be most of the P-6's
readership), it's difficult to imagine professional football experiencing birthing pangs,
but there was a time when football was not only unpopular, but controversial, a time when
annual deaths at the collegiate level alone (when there weren't half as many teams or

players as there are today) measured in the dozens. A time when football was outlawed in
many places, when it was a game for thugs and brutes, lacking the sophistication and

strategy of today's game.

The sophistication of the modern game has its roots in this wild and controversial past—
in particular in the strategy of coach Pop Warner and his team the Carlisle Indians. The
history of Carlisle, a school for American Indians, is the subject of Sally Jenkins' The

Real All Americans: The Team that Changed a Game, a People, a Nation, without question one
of the best books of 2007.

Jenkins is best known for coauthoring Lance Armstrong's It's Not About the Bike. Just as
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that book wasn't necessarily about cycling, The Real All Americans isn't just about
football. Ostensibly, the focus of the book is the Carlisle Indians' football team and one
particular game in 1903 in which the Jim Thorpe-led Indians defeated the Dwight Eisenhower-

led Army football team. The significance of these American Indians defeating a military
school at football was great, considering the Frontier Wars had been fought by the students'

parents.

On that day, the Indians extracted a measure of revenge, but for Jenkins, the game
itself was merely the culmination of a greater story. In fact, The Real All Americans is
more about the history of the Frontier Wars and a complex American Lieutenant Colonel,

Richard Henry Pratt, who waged war against the American Indians, then later founded a school
to support them.

But before you file The Real All Americans under American History or Ethnic Studies,
bear in mind that, like all great historical works, the book doesn't just fixate on one

moment and look to the past. It moves forward as well, and The Real All Americans doubles
as a history of the rise of American football, for example how industrialization fueled the
popularity of football on college campuses. It's hard to fathom now, but the Ivy League
schools dominated the sport back then, and as industrialization eased the lives of young

men, administrators felt the sport was a good way, Jenkins says, to keep them from becoming
soft.

As she writes on page 109: "America experienced a collective fear that mechanization
could result in male atrophy and even effeminacy… If football was a game of excesses, its

enthusiasts considered it well worth it. Violence and moral edginess were its chief
attractions, because they toughened the sons of the rich and prepared them to wield

authority."

However, as fatalities rose, the game bordered on extinction. Many campuses suspended
their programs, and there was a national movement to outlaw the deadly sport all together.
Just as boxing survived by eliminating bare-knuckle competition, football needed a change.

Enter the Carlisle Indians.

The Indians' players were significantly smaller in stature than their Ivy League
opponents, a dilemma that was circumvented by the use of the forward pass (which had just

been legalized, if you can imagine that). Still, few programs utilized the forward pass, and
Thorpe and legendary coach Pop Warner used this to their advantage. In the great game,

undersized Carlisle soundly defeated the physically superior Army with strategy, skill and
the world's first vertical passing game (long before Al Davis and Kenny "the Snake" Stabler

made it a Sunday staple).

Football programs across the country took notice. As the forward pass made its way into
the game plan, football became much more appealing to spectators. The NFL formed 17 years
after the Carlisle-Army showdown, and within a matter of decades football became America's
most popular sport. The underlying question that Jenkins hints at is, "What would have

happened to America's Game had it not been for the innovation of the Carlisle Indians and
the outcome of this matchup against Army?"

Maybe the MLS would have more than five viewers who weren't turning in simply to catch
a glimpse of Victoria Beckham in the luxury box!

Told with a thorough and detailed narrative style, The Real All Americans will appeal to
fans of American history, football history, sociology (in particular the moral complexity of
Pratt, who wished to help the American Indian, but espoused a white genetic superiority in

the process), sports writing and good writing in general.

In the end, it's not about the game, but about the history of the people involved in
the game, and the ways in which this single 60-minute contest would alter the course of

history. The Real All Americans: The Team that Changed a Game, a People, a Nation belongs on
the bookshelf of any literate sports fan.

 

Hot Reads
 

Next stop, immortality: Look, the P-6 has made our distaste for the Patriots extremely
clear. But the fact is this year's incarnation is the greatest football team of our

lifetime. If they win it all, there's no other way to look at it. That's not to say the
Pats' dynasty is necessarily better than previous dynasties (I'll take the '78 Steelers
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lining up against the '03 Pats or the '89 49ers matching up with the '01 Pats). But in terms
of single-season efforts, this is inarguably the best. Well done.

 

Water, please: Dear God, we just threw up a little in our mouths.

 

Good company: By making it to the franchise's sixth title game, the Patriots have joined
an elite club—a club consisting of the teams with the most Super Bowl appearances. Dallas
tops the league with eight appearances in the Big Game. New England ties Pittsburgh and

Denver for the second most appearances with six.

 

The Game That Nearly Was, part II: When the Packers and Patriots met in the Super Bowl
following the 1996 season, it was the final game of the NFC's reign over Super Sunday. As
the clock struck zero that day, the NFC's winning streak extended to 13 years. And then it

was over. Since then, the AFC has dominated, winning seven of the past nine and four
straight.

 

Open mouth, insert foot (ball): Apparently Igor Olshansky is just a synonym for Anthony
Smith. Perhaps these two could get together to form a support group for players with more

mouth than game.

 

Hmm, interesting: Perhaps Tiki Barber was the problem, after all?

 

The annotated NFL: With the Patriots poised for immortality, former Baltimore Ravens
defensive coordinator Rex Ryan has earned himself a footnote in the NFL record book. Were it
not for his brainless timeout in the Ravens-Pats game, New England would not be playing for

a perfect season on Super Bowl Sunday.

 

Bad hammie?: I hope for your sake, James Butler, defensive back for the Giants, that you
pulled up lame on that 90-yard Donald Driver touchdown catch. You had the angle, then seemed

to slow to a jog.

 

Breakin' even in the postseason: That's something the P-6 can't do, not after last
week's 1-1 tie, bringing our postseason mark to 4-6. That's OK, our overall total of 64-36
still looks pretty in the stat sheet. Let us just say in advance that we hope we lose on

our final pick.

 

Six Pack
 

N.Y. Giants vs. New England
We reserve the right to change our opinion between this week and next, but barring some

extremely dramatic occurrence (like a renegade and misdirected band of Dutch separatists
seizing control of the Patriots' training complex, making an example out of Tom Brady, and
then, following rescue, half the team catching the Bubonic Plague, and then, en route to
Arizona, the team plane crashing into the desert, killing all aboard) we're picking the
Pats. Even if all of the above happened, we still might pick New England to cover the

spread.
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P-6 picks: New England
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